
SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALLFCDRNIA 

FOR THE COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES 

YASUHARU "PETER" UNO as successor in No. 462 1 
interest to NORIKO UNO deceased, and 
JEFFREY UNO as successor in interest to to Hon. Lee Smalley Edmon, 
NORIKO UNO deceased, 322) 

Plaintiffs, SPECIAL VERDICT FORM 

rOYOTA MOTOR SALES, U. S.A., INC ., 
rOYOTA MOTOR CORPORATION; R&C 
vIOTOR CORPORATION; TOYOTA 
vIOTOR NORTH AMERICA, INC.; 
rOYOTA MOTOR ENGINEERING & 
vIANUFACTUlUNG NORTH AMERICA, 
NC.; OLGA BELLO, 

Defendants. 

SPECIAL VERDICT FORM 



We answer the questions submitted to us as follows: 

1. Was the 2006 Toyota Camry's design a substantial factor in causing harm to Pete] 

Uno andlor Jeffrey Uno? 

Yes ' No 

If your answer to question 1 is yes, then answer question 2. If you answered no to 

pestion 1, then insert the number zero next to Toyota in question 9 and answer question 3. 

2. Did the risks of the 2006 Toyota Camry's design outweigh the benefits of the 

lesign? 

Yes No 

If your answer to question 2 is yes, then answer question 3.  If you answered no to 

pestion 2, then insert the number zero next to Toyota in question 9 and answer question 3.  

3 .  Was Olga Bello's negligence a substantial factor in causing harm to Peter Uno 

indlor Jeffrey Uno? 

& Yes No 

If your answers to questions 2 and 3 are yes, answer question 4. If your answer to 

pestions 1 or 2 are no, but question 3 is yes, then answer question 4. If your answer to questio~ 

! is yes, but question 3 is no, then insert the number zero next to Olga Bello in question 9 and 

inswer question 4. If your answers to questions 1 and 3 are no, then stop here, answer no 

Further questions, and have the presiding juror sign and date this form. If your answers to 
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questions 2 and 3 are no, then stop here, answer no further questions, and have the presiding 

juror sign and date this form. 

~ 4. What are Peter Uno's noneconomic damages? 

a. Peter Uno's loss of Noriko Uno's love, 

companionship, comfort, care, assistance, 

affection, society, and moral support, 

from August 28,2009 to the present 

b. Peter Uno's loss of Noriko Uno's love, 

companionship, comfort, care, assistance, 

affection, society, and moral support, 

from today forward $ yL ooob 0 0 0  

TOTAL $ G ,  I cod- I ~ 0 3  

Answer the next question. 

5 .  What are Jeffrey Uno's noneconomic damages? 

a. Jeffrey Uno's loss of Noriko Uno's love, 

companionship, comfort, care, assistance, 

affection, society, moral support, 

training, and guidance from August 28, 2009 

to the present $ \ , O O o r  I Dim 
I 
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b. Jeffrey Uno's loss of Noriko Uno's love, 

companionship, comfort, care, assistance, 

affection, society, moral support, 

training, and guidance from today forward $ ~ t O ~ O f ~ ~ O  I I 

TOTAL 

If the amount in the TOTAL line for questions 4 or 5 is anything but a zero, answer 

question 6. If the amounts in the TOTAL lines for questions 4 and 5 are zero, stop here, answer 

no further questions, and have the presiding juror sign and date this form. 

6. What amount, if any, did Peter Uno and/or Jeffrey Uno, as successors in interest tc 

Noriko Uno, incur in property damage prior to the death of Noriko Uno due to the 2006 Toyota 

Camry's design? 

Economic Damages: $ 0 

Answer the next question. 

7. Was Noriko Uno negligent? 

Yes ]?To 

If your answer to question 7 is yes, then answer question 8. If you answered no to 

question 7, then insert the number zero next to Noriko Uno in question 9 and answer the 

remainder of question 9. 
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8. Was Noriko Uno's negligence a substantial factor in causing her harm? 

Yes No 

If your answer to question 8 is yes, then answer question 9. If you answered no to 

question 8, then insert the number zero next to Noriko Uno in question 9 and answer the 

remainder of question 9. 

9. 100% represents the total responsibility for Peter Uno's and/or Jeffrey Uno's 

harm. What percentage of responsibility of harm do you assign to: 

Toyota: 

Olga Bello: 

Noriko Uno: 

TOTAL 100% 

If you inserted any number other than zero in question 6 and next to Toyota in question 9 

answer question 10. If your answer to question 9 as to Toyota is zero, then stop here, answer no 

further questions, and have the presiding juror sign and date this form. 

10. Did Toyota engage in the conduct with malice, oppression, or fraud? 

Yes No 

If your answer to question 10 is yes, .then answer question 1 1. If your answer to question 

10 is no, stop here, answer no further questions, and have the presiding juror sign and date this 

form. 
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11. Was the conduct constituting malice, oppression, or fraud committed by one or 

more officers, directors, or managing agents of Toyota acting on behalf of Toyota? 

Yes No 

If your answer to question 1 1 is yes, then answer question 12. If your answer to question 

1 )  11 is no, stop here, answer no further questions, and have the presiding juror sign and date this 

Signed: 

I I Presiding Juror 

I I After this verdict form has been signed, notify the court attendant that you are ready to present 

your verdict in the courtroom. 
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